Visit with some of California’s leading nature organizations in the Bay Area!

See the finest names in binoculars, spotting scopes and photography equipment all in one spectacular location.

Check out the latest designs in binoculars and spotting scopes while you enjoy hands-on demonstrations by experts in nature photography.

Come and demo the latest optics products on the market.

Scheduled Exhibitors include:

- Nikon
- Kowa
- Pentax
- Zeiss
- Leica
- Swarovski Optik
- Vanguard
- Opticron
- Celestron
- Manfrotto

Scheduled Photographers and Artists include:

Ron LeValley  René Reyes  Michele Rosett

Cornerstone will also be featuring “Nature Art” in several of their shops.

Sponsored by:

Cornerstone Sonoma  Sonoma Birding

For more information: (707) 939-8007  e-mail: sonomanature@gmail.com  web: http://www.sonomabirding.com